Barriers and new
interventions for diverse
creators in television
WHAT’S BEEN HAPPENING AND WHAT’S EMERGING

Pop Culture Collaborative Senior Fellow Maha
Chehlaoui lays out the most common barriers to
entry and advancement for television writers from
diverse backgrounds, deﬁned to include people of
color, women, LGBTQIA+ and disabled folks. Mapped
here are current approaches developed to remake the
industry, and new interventions being pioneered by
leading artists and social change makers to reimagine
it. Diverse writers may hit one or several of these
barriers throughout the course of their careers.

TRADITIONAL PIPELINES

NEW INTERVENTIONS

CURRENT APPROACHES

Writers of diverse backgrounds
start their career

BARRIER

Systemic Racism
and Sexism

EXAMPLES

NAACP Hollywood
Bureau, Coalition of
Asian Paciﬁcs in
Entertainment,
National Hispanic Media
Coalition, Women and
Hollywood.

EXAMPLES

White male candidates
are a “cultural ﬁt” in
writers’ rooms where 91%
of showrunners and 86%
of writers are white. 80%
of showrunners are men.1

Organizing within
and outside the
industry to demand
access and parity.

New organizations
demand accountability;
equity and power shift
inside the industry.

5050by2020,
Time’s Up,
Think Tank for
Inclusion and Equity,
Color of Change.

BARRIER

Nepotism and
Apprenticeship Model

EXAMPLES

NBC Writers on the
Verge, Disney ABC
Writers Program,
FOX Writers’ Lab

EXAMPLES

Industry-created
fellowships aimed at
identifying, training,
and stafﬁng diverse
writers.

Elite family, social, and
school networks provide
access to low/no pay
entry level jobs only the
privileged few can
afford to take.

Independent creators
bypass traditional
Hollywood ﬁnancing via
grants, crowdfunding and
sponsorship. Social video
sharing sites allows for
direct access to audiences.

Brown Girls,
Dinette, OpenTV

BARRIER

White, Male POV
Seen as Universal

EXAMPLES

Vida, Atlanta,
Transparent, Insecure,
Black-ish, Pose, Fresh
Off the Boat.

EXAMPLES

Showrunners and
producers build rooms
led and staffed by
mostly diverse writers.

White and male
dominated rooms
built even when
underrepresented
stories are being
centered.

Showrunners and producers
build rooms majority staffed
and led by diverse writers +
writers sourced directly
from communities or other
non-agency sources.

Unleashing Giants
(Up North),
Break the Room
(East of La Brea)

BARRIER

Diverse Content
is a High-Risk Trend

EXAMPLES

USC: Annenberg
Inclusion Initiative,
Norman Lear Center;
UCLA: Ralph J. Bunche
Center; The Geena
Davis Institute

EXAMPLES

Organizations and
studies track inclusion
industry-wide as well
as increasing market
demand for diverse
stories.

Minority narratives on
television pop up as
“a trend” about
every 20 years.

Production companies
centered on diverse voices
gain and share power while
serving a long ignored
fanbase eager for ongoing
engagement.

ARRAY, ColorCreative,
Level Forward,
MACRO, MonkeyPaw

BARRIER

Diverse Writers Viewed
as Unqualified

EXAMPLES

CAA Amplify
Database,
WriteHer List

EXAMPLES

Collect and centralize
names of diverse writers
to combat misconstruing
exclusion and low
visibility for lack
of existence.

Because of systemic
barriers, diverse writers
staffed atmid- and
senior-level are scarce,
so white often male
showrunners and #2s
are hired.

Artist-led orgs run labs and
competitions; winners own
their own IP and receive
mentorship so they may
operate at higher levels.

Solutions are interdependent, taking into account individual advancement
and the need for systemic change. Supporting artists as well as traditional
industry entities in advancing these initiatives is imperative.
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1. “Race in the Writers’ Room Report,” Darnell Hunt, 2017 — https://hollywood.colorofchange.org

Script to Screen (Color
Creative and BET), The
Black List and Women
in Film Episodic Lab,
Film Independent
Episodic Lab.

